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White House Influences
Guandolo, 10/2011:
“What weʼre seeing not just inside the White House, but inside the government
entities, the State Department - is a strong push by the MB to get their people not just
into operational positions, but policy positions - deeper, long term, bureaucratic
positions.”

8 Examples in White House and State Department
Guandolo specifies some in 8/2012:
“In letters dated June 13, 2012, five Members of Congress – Representatives
Michele Bachmann (R-MN), Louie Gohmert (R-TX), Tom Rooney (R-FL), Trent
Franks (R-AZ), and Lynn Westmoreland (R-GA) -- requested that Inspector Generals
from the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, Justice and State, as well as
the IG from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, investigate the
penetration of senior Muslim Brotherhood operatives into our national security
decision-making apparatus in America.
Yet, American political leaders from both parties continue to disparage this request in
personal terms, giving clear indication they are completely ignorant of the facts in this
matter. The latest blast came from leaders in the GOP, publicly defending a senior
advisor and Deputy Chief of Staff to the U.S. Secretary of State, Huma Abedin. This
individual's immediate family founded a Muslim Brotherhood front group which, at a
minimum, raises questions about Abedinʼs position inside the government. If her
parents were in leadership positions in organizations the U.S. government knew were
fronts for the KGB or Chinese Intelligence, we would not be having this discussion.
But because it is the Muslim Brotherhood, which many American leaders have either
coddled, worked with, or ignored, these five Members of Congress who are abiding
by their oaths of office and asking for a legitimate investigation into this potentially
damaging espionage issue, are being attacked by Senator McCain and Speaker
Boehner.
Are Senator McCain and Speaker Boehner aware of the following facts?
• The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) is the largest Muslim Brotherhood
(MB) organization in North America, created to be the “nucleus” for the Islamic
Movement, according to MB documents seized by the FBI in Annandale, Virginia in
2004.
• Because of the evidence ISNA is a Brotherhood front, as well as the numerous
financial documents detailing money going directly from ISNA and their banks to
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Hamas entities overseas, ISNA is an unindicted co-conspirator in the largest
Hamas trial ever successfully prosecuted in U.S. history (US v. Holy Land
Foundation), which was adjudicated in 2008 in Dallas, Texas.
• When ISNA filed a motion with the federal court to have their name removed from
the unindicted co-conspirator list, the government stated that ISNA exists to be a
financial support entity for Hamas. The federal judge agreed stating the
government provided “ample evidence” and left ISNA on the list. A three-judge
appellate panel unanimously agreed and left ISNA on the unindicted co-conspirator
list.
• ISNAʼs two key directors and its President, Mohamed Magid, all work with
Secretary Clinton and her office. So, the leaders of a Hamas-supporting entity are
advising the U.S. Secretary of State.
Obama & ISNA President Imam Mohamed Magid

Stealth Supremacist Advising U.S. Secretary of State
Huma Abedin is an adviser and Deputy Chief of Staff to the U.S. Secretary of State.
She supports the Secretaryʼs work with ISNA. If Abedin is not aware ISNA is a
Hamas support entity, she is incompetent at her job and should be relieved of her
duties. If she is aware ISNA is a Muslim Brotherhood/Hamas entity and is not making
the Secretary and the other staff aware of this, there is a much greater problem.
Since Abedinʼs parents co-founded the Institute for Muslim Minority Affairs with
backing from the Muslim Brotherhoodʼs Muslim World League, questions about her
loyalty and affiliations are not only proper; they are required as a matter of policy for
such a position in our government.
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Huma Abedin - Has Brotherhood Parents

Adviser and Deputy Chief of Staff to U.S. Secretary of State
Are Mr. McCain and Speaker Boehner aware that Secretary Clintonʼs official position
on the so-called “Arab Spring” was that it was a freedom movement led by students
who organized on Twitter? How could the U.S. Secretary of State refer to the Muslim
Brotherhoodʼs revolution in the Middle East this way? How could she get this so
catastrophically wrong? Perhaps the influence exerted by the leaders of the Muslim
Brotherhoodʼs Hamas-supporting entity ISNA has something to do with it.
Are Senator McCain and Speaker Boehner aware that ISNA President Mohamed
Magid spoke at a Counter-Terrorism training program at CIA Headquarters at Langley
last week? Or that ISNA advised Senator Richard Durbinʼs Senate committee before
his hearings in the summer of 2011? Or that Mohamed Magid was at the last two Iftar
Dinners at the White House? Is the Secret Service aware that the leader of a Hamas
support entity has been coming into the White House? Or that Mohamed Magid has
worked with the National Security Council and sits on the Department of Homeland
Securityʼs Advisory Committee? Are the American people aware that the very
agencies legally charged to support and defend the Constitution and this nation are
working with the leader of a known Hamas-supporting entity? And ISNA/Magid are
only one example of this massive security breach into our system by the Muslim
Brotherhood.
There is ample reason for a significant investigation into the penetration of the U.S.
government, since one of the Muslim Brotherhoodʼs most senior leaders has access
to our most sensitive intelligence agencies.”
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Moderate™ Supremacist

Salam al-Marayati
• Obama picks MPAC’s Salam al-Marayati, Islamic supremacist defender of Hamas and
Hizballah, to represent US at human rights conference 2012
• Dahlia Mogahed is an Egyptian born Obama advisor and speech writer. She was a
presenter at John Esposito’s Georgetown conference in 2008 Is There a Role for Shari'ah in
Modern States? She blocked Middle Eastern Christians' access to White House to discuss
their fear of sharia coming to Syria like it did in Egypt. Has numerous MB connections.

Obama Advisor & Victim™

MAS's National Convention in May 2009.
MAS is claimed by the Muslim Brotherhood.
• Rashad Hussain - A hafiz (memorized the Koran), Obama's special envoy to the OIC,
helped write Obama's Cairo speech, and actively collaborated in the drafting of
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Resolution 16/18, to fight Islamophobia™. In 2011 it passed the UN General Assembly
and Human Rights Council. The OIC is in a full-scale campaign to intimidate Western
governments into adopting Hate Speech™ codes that will effectively quash criticism of
Islam - including quoting what theologians and jihadists say. He defended Sami AlArian, convicted U.S.-based leader of Palestinian Islamic Jihad, saying the investigation
was a “politically motivated persecution” designed to “squash dissent.” But Judge
James Moody told al-Arian this at sentencing. Investigative Project reported:
“participated in the organizing committee of the Critical Islamic Reflection along with
important figures of the American Muslim Brotherhood such as Jamal Barzinji,
Hisham al-Talib and Yaqub Mirza.”
Also listed as a CIR sponsor was ALIM, most likely referring to the American Learning
Institute for Muslims and whose list of instructors are some of the most important
leaders of the U.S./global Muslim Brotherhood including Tariq Ramadan, Jamal
Badawi, and Taha Al-Alwani. 5 of those leaders are seen in the Key Faces of US MB and
Tariq Ramadan has his own page.
Rashad Hussain
U.S. Ambassador to the OIC

Sponsor of Brotherhood groups
Wants Islamic Blasphemy laws in the U.S.
• January 2013: The Investigative Project reported:
“An Egyptian magazine claims that six American Islamist activists who work with the
Obama administration are Muslim Brotherhood operatives who enjoy strong
influence over U.S. policy.
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The Dec. 22 story published in Egypt's Rose El-Youssef magazine (read an IPT
translation here) suggests the six turned the White House "from a position hostile to
Islamic groups and organizations in the world to the largest and most important
supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood."
The six named people include:”
1) Arif Alikhan - assistant secretary of Homeland Security for policy development.
“Alikhan is a founder of the World Islamic Organization, which the magazine
identifies as a Brotherhood "subsidiary." It suggests that Alikhan was responsible
for the "file of Islamic states" in the White House and that he provides the direct link
between the Obama administration and the Arab Spring revolutions of 2011.”
2) Mohammed Elibiary - member of the Homeland Security Advisory Council.
“... endorsed the ideas of radical Muslim Brotherhood luminary Sayyid Qutb, may
have leaked secret materials contained in Department of Homeland Security
databases, according to the magazine. He, however, denies having any connection
with the Brotherhood.”
“Elibiary also played a role in defining the Obama administration's counterterrorism
strategy, and the magazine asserts that Elibiary wrote the speech Obama gave
when he told former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to leave power but offers
no source or evidence for the claim.”
Much more on Elibiary.
3) Eboo Patel - member of President Obama's Advisory Council on Faith-Based
Neighborhood Partnerships.
“Rose El-Youssef says Patel maintains a close relationship with Hani Ramadan,
the grandson of Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna, and is a member of the
Muslim Students Association, which it identifies as "a large Brotherhood
organization."
4) Rashad Hussain - see above, U.S. special envoy to the Organization of the Islamic
Conference.
5) Salam al-Marayati - see above, co-founder of MPAC.
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6) Imam Mohamed Magid - see above, advisor to Department of Homeland Security,
president of ISNA.
• More people are named in The Muslim Brotherhood in the Obama Administration and
Muslim Brotherhood in America.

Other
• State Department recruits Muslim foreign service officers at conference of Muslim
Brotherhood groups 2013
• A White House visit to Deputy National Security Adviser Denis McDonough by an
Egyptian Legislature delegation that included Hani Nour Eldin of terrorist group
Gamma- Ismaliya requesting release of blind cleric Omar Abdul Rahman who fomented
the 1993 WTC bombing. When asked how that happened, they refused to say. (2012)
• State Department barred inspection of Muslim Brotherhood delegation (4/2012)

• Obama Iftar 2011 official guest list omitted attendees with links to Hamas and Muslim
Brotherhood.
• American Muslim Zuhdi Jasser: Obama Administration Stacking the Deck with Islamists
2009
Largely Ignored Moderate™

Zuhdi Jasser
• Ex-CIA Agent Reveals: “Muslim Brotherhood” has infiltrated Obama Administration
(2011) Tehran-born Dr. Vali Nasr was appointed to co-direct Obama foreign policy
toward Afghanistan and Pakistan. Former Saudi Arabian supplicant Charles Freeman
was appointed by Obama to chair the Administration's National Intelligence Council,
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but withdrew his name when it was revealed he issued a 2-page screed in which he
postulated a conspiracy theory claiming he had been 'victimized' by American
supporters of Israel. In addition, John Limbert was appointed to direct U.S. policy
toward the Islamist regime in Iran. Limbert, who was taken hostage during the Iranian
upheaval of the late 70s-early 80s, is an Iranian sympathizer who advocates negotiations
with Iran.
More here.
• U.S. State Department analyst Lazlo Toth told Fox News that U.S. intelligence
agencies have for the past 12 months been working with new security partners: the
Egypt-based Muslim Brotherhood. “This once-controversial group, which long ago
renounced the use of force, has an incredibly far-ranging web of connections. Their
assets extend through every Middle Eastern country, a number of nations in Asia, and
even extend to a network of campus student organizations in the U.S. They have so
much to offer us, now that we have won their trust. It took time for us to convince
some of the 'Old Guard' inside our intel agencies that we have no long-term quarrel
with the Brothers, but this administration has been unrelenting about this, making a
number of transfers and forced retirements in order to clear away irrational
opposition to our new approach.” The Muslim Brotherhood shares America's concern
with human rights, democratic governance, and the need for values-based political
activism, Toth said. “We just needed to strongly motivate some of our senior staff in
order to make them see it.” 2011
• Your tax dollars at work: State Department trained 450 imams on "compatibility of
women's rights and Islam" 2012
• Muslim Public Affairs Council aligns with CAIR - radical Islamist groups are hosted
at 5 government Iftar dinners
• The U.S. Government’s Failed History of Muslim Outreach Since 9/11 P. Poole iftar
dinners, etc (9/11/11)
• In 2011, the Obama administration pulled back all training materials used for law
enforcement and national security communities, in order to eliminate all references to
Islam that some Muslim groups have claimed are offensive after complaints from
CAIR and others identified as MB front groups in the 2004 HLF terror fundraising
trial. In a LA Times op-ed, MPAC president Salam al-Marayati threatened the FBI with
a total cutoff of cooperation between American Muslims and law enforcement if the
agency failed to revise its law enforcement training materials. He demanded the
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Justice Department and the FBI "issue a clear and unequivocal apology to the Muslim
American community" and "establish a thorough and transparent vetting process in
selecting its trainers and materials." Muslim convert Stephen Schwartz says MPAC’s
Senior Advisor and one of it’s founders, Maher Hathout is “an aggressive supporter of
Wahhabism.”

Obama Helps Radical™ Islam
• His $800 million in aid to the Muslim Brotherhood for their 2011 Islamic Spring.
• His scrubbing of any mention of jihad, even when jihadists discuss it themselves,
from law enforcement counter-terrorism materials.
• His partnering with the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on the
suppression of free speech (i.e., the enforcement of Islamic blasphemy laws in the West)
• Obama State Department scrubs persecution of Christians from human rights report
(6/2012)
• Historic shift in U.S. foreign policy: Obama seeks ties with Muslim Brotherhood 2012
• Obama appoints Sharia finance specialist as White House fellow 2010
• Jihad At the DNC - Siraj Wahhaj 2012
• Meet Obama’s Wahhabist Relatives 2012
• U.S. says Pakistan’s spy service has immunity from prosecution for Mumbai jihad
mass murders. (2012)
• List of ways he helped Radical™ Islam from 3/2009 - 6/2010.
• Egypt: Free People Not Going Quietly Into the Sharia Night 2013. Robert Spencer:
“...while he quickly endorsed the demonstrations against Hosni Mubarak that
ultimately led to the Muslim Brotherhoodʼs ascent to power, Barack Obama has
been reticent about supporting these demonstrations, as he was in 2009 when
thousands of Iranians took to the streets to protest against the mullahcracy...
Videos have come to light in which he [President Morsi] lashed out against Jews
with venomous hatred, referring to Qurʼanic curses of them as “apes and pigs”
and declaring that there could be no negotiations with Israel. Those who are
protesting against his regime, on the other hand, are in favor of genuine
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democratic rule, without Sharia restrictions on the freedom of speech and its
denial of equality of rights to large segments of the popular. Yet Obama is silent.
The only two mass popular uprisings in Muslim countries that he has not
supported have one thing in common: both have been against pro-Sharia Islamic
supremacist regimes. All the popular uprisings he has supported, meanwhile,
have resulted in the installation of pro-Sharia Islamic supremacist regimes...”

